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Abstract. The representation of Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) as the 
well known Satisfiabilty Problem (SAT) is useful because it helps to find 
feasible schedules in an efficient way. One of the most efficient SAT 
codifications of JSSP is RSF (Reduced Sat Codification) which transforms any 
JSSP instance to a 3-SAT problem.  In this paper RSF is improved by codifying 
JSSP as 1-SAT problem by applying a heuristic tautology elimination and a 
random algorithm RandTaut. Starting with a random JSSP solution, RandTaut 
finds its 1-SAT representation and evaluates whether it is feasible or not. 
Experimental results presented in the paper confirm that the new codification is 
more efficient than the previous ones. 
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1   Introduction 

Nowadays, SAT researchers have given a great importance to practical problems, 
most of them are in scheduling area; for instance flights allocation in runways [1], 
scheduling in  automobile factories [2] and Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) [3]. 
Among them, JSSP has many important industrial applications in industries as 
automotive, Aerospatiale, and so on.  Crawford  & Baker’s codification for  
satisfiability (SAT) problem [4] is very advantageous because through it, feasible 
solutions can be easily obtained thanks to many SAT solvers available [5]. One of the 
most efficient SAT codifications of JSSP is RSF (Reduced Sat Codification) has been 
published previously which leads to a reduce number of clauses in its logic 
representation [6]. RSF leads any JSSP instance to a 3-SAT codification, known as 3-
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SAT problem; that means 3 literals (each one representing a propositional formula) 
per clause. The format used to represent a SAT formula is the well known CNF 
formula [6]. Notice that 3-SAT is a NP Complete problem [7] while 1-SAT is a P 
problem; besides RSF leads JSSP to 3-SAT while Crawford and Baker leads a JSSP 
to a k-SAT (k greater or equal to 3). In this paper RSF is improved by codifying JSSP 
as 1-SAT problem by applying a heuristic tautology elimination and a random 
algorithm named RandTaut (it comes from “RANdom algorithm with TAUTologies 
elimination) is proposed. In order solve efficiently JSSP it is advisable to represent it 
with a short SAT formula; therefore, RandTaut searches and then eliminates tautology 
formula from the SAT representation of a JSSP problem.  

2 Backgrounds 

2.1 Job shop scheduling problem 
 
JSSP is very complicated because every machine can execute many operations and 
different operations can be executed by different machines at different times. In JSSP 
we have a set of machines M={M1,M2,..,Mm} where a set of tasks j={1,2,…,n}  should 
be scheduled. Each task requires a sequence of operation O1,j, O2,j,…,On,j (n,j  is the 
number of operation made by the task j) [8]. The Oi,j operation cannot be initiated 
before the Oi-1,j operation has finished. The goal is to find the schedule that minimizes 
the Makespan that means the time to complete the last operation in the system [3]. 
JSSP is one of the hardest combinatorial optimization problems; as an example, JSSP 
instances with only 10 operations and 10 machines have lasted around 25 years to 
find an optimal solution [3].  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Disjunctive Graph of the JSSP. 
 
A common JSSP graphical representation is known as disjunctive graph [9, 10]. In 
Figure 1 a disjunctive graph G = (N, A, E) shows a set of four nodes (N) symbolizing 
the operations O1, O2, O3 and O4. There are two jobs; job 1 has O1 and O2 while job 2 
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has O3 and O4 operations. Six conjunctive arcs (A) define precedence restrictions and 
two disjunctive arcs (E) represent resources capacity restrictions. There are two 
machines M1 y M2 to realize the operations. The problem of Figure 1 has to satisfy 
two kinds of operation constraints: Precedence constraints (P1, P2) and capacity 
constraints (C1, C2). For instance P1 specify that O1 precedes O2 (O1<O2), while C1 
indicates that the precedence between O1 and O4 in M1 machine can be is unknown; 
therefore constraint C1 can be written as (O1<O4)∨ (O4<O1). 

 
JSSP has other important features. The ready (ri) and deadline times (di) of each 
operation; ri is the moment when an operation is available (calculated through its 
critical route). Each operation starts at si (so si≥ri) lasting pi units of time (so si+pi≤di). 
Then JSSP is defined with the constraints shown in Table 1 [4]. 

Table 1.  The constraints of a JSSP as a constraint satisfaction problem. 

Constraint Interpretation 

si ≥ 0 Starting time constraint: The starting time of the 
operation i must be non-negative. 

si + pi ≤ sj
Precedence constraint: The operation i must be 
complete before j can begin. 

si + pi ≤ sj ∨ sj + pj ≤ si

Resource capacity constraint: The operations i and 
j are in conflict. They require the same resource and 
they cannot be scheduled concurrently.  

ri  ≤ si
Ready time constraint: The operation i cannot begin 
before its ready time. 

si + pi ≤ di
Deadline constraint: The operation i cannot finish 
after its deadline. 

 
The Job shop that has been used to exemplify a codification in SAT form are simple 
and recirculation is not allowed,  that can happen when tasks can visit one machine 
more than one time simplifying the problem because each work takes place in a single 
machine. 

 
2.3 JSSP codified as 3-SAT 
  
In order to establish JSSP as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem and codified as a SAT 
problem, Crawford and Baker introduce the clauses shown in Table 2 [4]. They are 
evaluated like true when all their respective constraints are fulfilled. The first 
precedence constraint indicates an execution order for (i, j) tasks pair, and express that 
i must have finished before j can be started. The second constraint is a capacity 
resource constraint (2) it establishes that there are not enough resources (machines) 
for the operations (i, j) involved; this constraint also establishes that for a pair of 
operations (i, j) it should be decided which of them is executed first. The third 
constraint means that for an operation i there is ready time (ri) indicating when this 
operation can be started. Finally, the fourth constraint defines the duration of each 
operation in function of its deadline. 
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Crawford and Baker define the coherence conditions shown in Table 3 [4]. As it is 
explained in [6], if t is the Latest Start Time (LST) of every operation (t=ri), then the 
literals sai,t-1, ~ebi,t and ~ebi,t+pi-1 are all trivially true. Then the clauses with these 
literals can be eliminated and then the last clause, (

iptjjiti saprsa +∨¬∨¬ ,,, ) is 
used by RSF codification as the only clause needed to define a feasibility JSSP 
solution [6].  In this form a feasible solution is obtained by a 3-SAT representation in 
RSF. 

 
 
Table 2.  JSSP restrictions for SAT codification. 

Job shop scheduling 
restrictions SAT codification SAT meaning 

Restriction/
Clause 
number 

Precedence jii sps ≤+
 

Tpr ji =,  

i operation 
precedes j 
operation 

(1) 

Resources 
capacity ( ) ( )ijjjii spssps ≤+∨≤+ Tprpr ijji =∨ ,,  

i operation 
precedes j 

operation or j 
operation 

precedes to i 

(2) 

i operation 
initiates at ri 
time or later 

Operation 
beginning 

time 

 

ii rs ≥
 

 

Tsa
iri =,  

(3) 

Operation 
maximum 
duration 

time 

 

iii dps ≤+
 

i operation 
maximum  

finishes at di 
time. 

 

Teb
idi =,  

(4) 

 
3. RandTout algorithm and 1-SAT representation 
 
Figure 2 shows a RandTout Algorithm to obtain a SAT codification using RSF. As 
data for the JSSP codification we have: number of job, number of machines, 
processing time for each operation and precedence restrictions. First a set of   random 
sequences of capacity constraints is evaluated. Then the LST is determined for every 
operation. Using RSF a set of clauses for each capacity constraint is obtained. 
 
This SAT representation is written as 1-SAT problem by a tautology elimination.  In 
order to do that notice that the only clause related to each operation 
is . The first proposition  means that operation i 
should start at time t, but this is always true for the LST previously calculated; 
therefore its negation is always false and can be eliminated. The second proposition 

 is trivially true for the sequence proposed and its negation is also false. 

iptjjiti saprsa +∨¬∨¬ ,,, tisa ,

jipr ,
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Table 3. Coherence transformation to propositional SAT. 

Coherent Conditions for JSSP in all 
its relevant time intervals [ri to di]. 

Meaning 

It does not initiate i operation at t time 
or after it or initiates at time t-1. 1,, −∨¬ titi sasa  

The i operation does not finish at t 
time or finishes at time t+1. 1,, +∨¬ titi ebeb  

The i operation does not initiate at t 
time or after it, or it does not finish 
before time t + pi. 

1,, −+¬∨¬
iptiti ebsa  

The i operation does not initiate at t 
timer or after, or it does not precede to 
j or j initiates at time t + pi or after. 

iptjjiti saprsa +∨¬∨¬ ,,,  

 
 
Therefore the only required proposition to determine if the clause is true or not is the 
last one. Proposition  indicates that the operation j can’t never start after its 
LST of the operation i plus its processing time. The new codification uses the 
conjunction of all the  constraints for each resource capacity arc and this is a 
conjunctive normal form (CNF). 

iptjsa +,

iptjsa +,

 

 
Fig. 2. RandTaut algorithm. 
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Once JSSP is represented with a CNF formula (named CNF codification), it is 
evaluated as true or false. If the CNF is false (INSAT branch in figure 2) other 
operation sequence is proposed, otherwise if a true solution is obtained the Makespan 
is determined and the Gantt graph is built. The optimal solution is obtained by using a 
simple Boltzman distribution (i.e. a Simulated Annealing Algorithm) [11]. 

 
 

4 Example of SAT codification for JSSP 
 
This example consists of 2 machines (M1, M2) and 2 jobs each with 2 operations. The 
precedence restrictions and resources capacity are shown in Figure 3. The operation 
conditions are shown in Table 4. 

 
Fig. 3. JSSP with constraints of precedence P1, P2 and resource capacity C1, C2. 

 

Table 4. Operation conditions for JSSP in Figure 3. 

Operation Processing time pi
1 2 
2 6 
3 5 
4 4 

 
 
For this data a SAT codification for two proposed sequences that leads to a false or a 
true solution are presented in the next subsections. 
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Fig. 4. JSSP instance with precedence restrictions. 
 
 4.1 Case 1: Sequence proposed leads to a true solution  
 
The sequence proposed is shown in Figure 4 and Table 5. The ready times for this 
data are obtained in Table 6. Table 5 shows each operation to be executed and the 
respective precedence that must be completed. 

Table 5.  Activity Precedence for Figure 4. 

Activity Precedence 
O1 I 
O2 O1, O3
O3 I 
O4 O1, O3
* O2, O4

Table 6.  Processing and ready times for Figure 4. 

Operation Processing Time pi Ready Time si
1 2 0 
2 6 5 
3 5 0 
4 4 5 

 
 
The SAT evaluation using Tables 5 and 6 is as follows: 
 
( ) ( ) TTFFsaprsasaprsa ptt =∨∨=∨¬∨¬=∨¬∨¬ ++ 50,22,30,3,22,3,3 3  
( ) ( ) TTFFsaprsasaprsa ptt =∨∨=∨¬∨¬=∨¬∨¬ ++ 20,44,10,1,44,1,1 1  
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LST of the operation 3 is zero (because this operation does not really have a 
precedence operation), then this operation can be started at time zero as is indicated 
by its ready time in Table 6; therefore tsa ,3¬ is false.  The second proposition 

is false because the sequence proposed defines that operation 3 precedes 

operation 2. The last proposition 
2,3pr¬

50,2,2 3 ++ = sasa pt  is true because the ready time of 
operation 2 (equal to 5) is greater or equal than the LST of operation 3 plus its 
processing time. 
 
4.2 Case 2: Sequence proposed leads to a false solution 

 
The sequence proposed is shown in Figure 5 and Table 7. The ready times for this 
data are shown in Table 8. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. JSSP instance with precedence restrictions. 
 
Table 7 shows each operation to be executed and the respective precedence that must 
be completed. 

Table 7.  Activity Precedence for Figure 5. 

Activity Precedence 
O1 I, O4
O2 O1
O3 I, O2
O4 O3
* O2, O4
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Table 8.  Processing and ready times for Figure 5. 

Operation Processing Time pi Ready Time si
1 2 9 
2 6 11 
3 5 8 
4 4 13 

 
The SAT evaluation using Tables 7 and 8: 
 
( ) ( ) FFFFsaprsasaprsa ptt =∨∨=∨¬∨¬=∨¬∨¬ ++ 611,33,211,2,33,2,2 2  
( ) ( ) FFFFsaprsasaprsa ptt =∨∨=∨¬∨¬=∨¬∨¬ ++ 413,11,413,4,11,4,4 4  
 
The first two propositions in both clauses are determined as explained previously. As 
we can observe, the third proposition in first clause is false because the ready time of 
operation 3 is smaller than LST of operation 2 plus its processing time. In the same 
way the third proposition in the other clause is also evaluated as false. 

 
 

5 Experimental Results 
 

Several tests were performed in order to verify the reduction approach presented in 
this paper. In Table 9, the comparison of the number of propositional formulas 
produced is shown. Two methods are examined, one of Crawford and Baker [4], and 
the other of the Reduced Sat Codification (RSF) [6]. The instances of JSSP were 
obtained from Beasley [12]: FT6 instance has 6 jobs and 6 machines; FT10 instance 
has 10 jobs and 10 machines, etc. The comparison of these results is shown in Figure 
6. RandTaut algorithm finds a logical representation reduced 71.8% on the average of 
propositional formulas for all the nine instances. RSF published 75% of reduction [6] 
Notice that RSF and RandTaut has less number of propositional formulas than 
Crawford and Baker codification, but RandTaut always obtains 1-SAT instances that 
can be evaluated in polynomial time, therefore it is much efficient than the previous 
SAT codifications.  

6 Conclusions 

In this paper a very efficient algorithm RandTaut to represent JSSP in the well known 
SAT problem is presented. Very simple examples illustrate the algorithm. RandTaut 
uses a previous transformation known as RSF to transform any JSSP instance in a 
SAT problem. Even though RSF is a very efficient representation, each JSSP instance 
is transformed in a 3-SAT problem while RandTaut transforms the same instance to a 
1-SAT problem. RandTaut uses a heuristic of tautology elimination in order to make 
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more compact the logical representation. RandTaut produces SAT formulas of JSSP 
instances with a significant reduction in the number of propositional formulas; the 
average reduction is 71.8% that is a much bigger reduction. This reduction approach 
can be used in classical optimization methods as Simulated Annealing to find the 
optimal. Because a 1-SAT representation of any job shop instance can be obtained 
with the proposed algorithm and it is known that 1-SAT belongs to the P class, it is 
trivially inferred that there are many polynomial algorithms to find feasible solutions 
for JSSP.  

 

Table 9. Number of propositional formulas in a JSSP instance.  

Number of propositional formulas 

JSSP 
Instance 

Crawford 
and 

Baker 
RSF 

% of 
reduction 
with RSF 

RandTaut 

% of 
reduction 

with 
RandTaut 

FT6 270 60 77.8 90 66.7 
FT10 770 180 76.6 450 41.6 
LA21 3465 840 75.8 1050 69.7 
LA24 4536 1106 75.6 1050 76.9 
LA25 4925 1200 75.6 1050 78.7 
LA27 5751 1404 75.6 1900 67.0 
LA29 6641 1624 75.5 1900 71.4 
LA38 11438 2812 75.4 1575 86.2 
LA40 12680 3120 75.4 1575 87.6 
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